
Established in 1814. For over 200 years, this brewery 
in the naturally lush Kashiwazaki City, Niigata, located 
along the Sea of Japan, has focused on brewing sake 
that Niigata could take pride in, handing down 
traditions and honor from generation to generation.
The result is outstanding sake that reflects the 
ingredients and techniques of its local heritage.

越の誉 原酒造

URL     http://www.harashuzou.com/

Matured for eight years to 
bring out a smooth, mellow 
flavor with a deep, complex 
aftertaste. With its golden 
hue, the sake itself is a work 
of beauty. It was even 
selected for the banquet 
toast celebrating the 
conclusion of normalized 
diplomatic relations between 
Japan and China - a deep 
honor.

More Infomation
Sprecific designation：

Junmai-daiginjo-shu
Raw ingredients：

Niigata-Rice
Polished rice ratio：45%
Sake meter value：-3

Koshinohomare

Mail hara@basil.ocn.ne.jp

越の誉 純米大吟醸 秘蔵古酒

Morohaku

Featured Sake Food Pairing

・Shusaikan 5-12-1, Shinbashi, kashiwazaki-shi, Niigata
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Cup for Well Suited

Hara Shuzo Co., Ltd.

Savor this sake like a vintage 
white wine - a wine glass is 
recommended for best 
enjoying its magnificent 
golden color.

Wine glass

紹介者写真

Chill lightly, and savor 
the rich golden color 
of this matured sake 
with your eyes, 
alongside each 
delicious sip.
Experience the 
complex depth of this 
elegant sake.

Amasake・Sake Lees

This non-alcoholic Koshinohomare
amasake is made with no additives 
and no added sugar, for a natural 
sweetness that comes from the koji
mold. (Pictured left)

Koshinohomare sake lees boast 
great flavor, great color, and 
great aroma. (Pictured right)
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もろはく

sea bream sashimi
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Fresh sea bream from the 
Sea of Japan is a specialty of 
Kashiwazaki City, Niigata. The 
subtle sweetness of sea 
bream brings out the graceful 
flavor of Morohaku sake. The 
clean flavor of sea bream is 
the ideal pairing for the rich 
aftertaste of this sake.
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